
Annexure 

Scrutiny comments on draft Review of Mining Plan &PMCP for Kanjanayakkanpatti 

limestone    mine over 4.99hect in Kanjanayakkanpatti village Aruppukottai  taluk 

of Virudhunagar  district Owned by  S.Natarajan submitted  under rule 17(1) of 

MCR, 2016 & rule 23 of MCDR-2017 for the period from 2017-18 to 2021-22. Mine 

code 38TMN33025 

 
1. General: The mention of “lease period has been extended for 50years from the 

grant of ML” under MMDR Amendment Act-2105 should be included and 
where, MMDR has been indicated. 

2. Para 2.0(b): Distance from district head quarter to mine also to be indicated 
under the sub para . 

3. Para 3.3Exploitation: Reasons for not working the mine to be briefed under the 
para and discontinue notice if any submitted need to be discussed under the 
para. 

Part-A 
4. Para 1.0 Topography : It is indicated under the para that mining lease is “on 

northern slope of  small mound”,but the area is plain and no such feature is 
observed. Further,the irrelevant mention of quartz instead of limestone need to 
be corrected.  

5. Para 1.0 (f):The rule under which surface plan prepared indicated as 28 of 
MCDR-1988, should be corrected as 32(1)(b)of MCDR-2017.  

6. Para 1.0 (i): As the proposed exploration is getting over in a month time,the 
year of exploration need to be change to the year 2018-19. 

7. Para 1.0 (j):The reserves/resources furnished under table no.10 is incorrect 
and not tallying with dimensions shown in table nos.11,12.The dimensions 
shown as per table nos.11,12 are not tallying with geological cross sections 
.Hence reserve and resources should be  corrected and all the related tables 
should be corrected. 

8. Para 1.0 (l): The reserves/resources estimated as per the approved SOM dated 
10.2.2014 need to be briefed under the para. 

9. Para 2.0 Mining: Under the sub para economic viability, the cost of production 
should include the amount payable for NMET and DMF should be included 
and figured separately in cost of production. Yearwise development and 
production schedule table no.17 column titles should be checked for 
correctness. 

10. Para 2.0 (II) (d)Haulage and transporting equipment: It is indicated under the 

table no.20, 2 no of comet tippers for used for transportation of mineral and 
waste, as the mine proposed to work as category-B with manual operations the 
deployment of trucks need to be excluded or document need to be submitted 
with A-OTFM proposals. Similarly the deployment of trucks indicated in 
miscellaneous and other paras need to be redrafted.  

11. Para 2.0 (e):The advancement of pit proposed along the strike direction, it 
stated that advancement of pit towards south western side. As nallah is 
passing close to western side of ML and 10m safety is maintained and other 
conditions imposed as per the proceedings also to be discussed under the last 
para and other concerned paras. 
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12. Para 2.0 (f):Nature of OB indicated as reddish is incorrect should be corrected 
in other paras also.  

13. Table no.25: Details furnished under area reclaimed at the end of present 
MP/MS period should be verified and corrected in other tables also ex table 
no.31. Instead of vague statement about dumping, the exact proposed location 
of dumping need to be specified in paras concerned. Quantity of OB, side 
burden and mineral reject indicated under table no-26 and in sub para of 
Proposed rate of production discussed in page no.30 need to be corrected 
inview of scrutiny of Para 1.0 (j). 

14. Para 2.0(e): Statement regarding portable masgazine need to be corrected and 
suitably modified,as the report is prepared on behalf of lessee. 

15. Para 5.0:Mineral mined is very less and grade is highly silisious. Hence, the 
actual purpose for which mineral is being used may be discussed. 

16. Para 6.0:Details discussed under the para regarding recovery of fines is from 
the other leases owned by the lessee. Besides, recovery of mineral is different 
from beneficiation. As there is no beneficiation is being carried out at this mine 
,the same be clearly indicated. 

17. All chapters of PMCP, feasibility report, UNFC report should be reconciled as 
per scrutiny for the paras of ROMP. 

18. All annexures and documents should be certified by Qualified Person. 
19. The mine is not in operation for more than two years as per the office records 

which attracts Section 4A of MMDR Act, 1957 (as amended on 27.3.2015).  The 
present status of lease as per the State Government should be enclosed.  
Plates: 

20. Plate no.III: No outcrop as shown in plan is observed except, existing pit and 
plantation. A HT power line bearing no. 319 should included as ground control 
point which is opposite to south eastern corner of ML with its distance. 

21. Plate no.IVA: Logitudinal section drawn along the pit should be named as 
marked in geological plan as X-Y,whatever section line X-Y is passing through 
as marked in plan, limestone should be correctly marked and not up to the 
lease ends. Quantity of limestone shown in table should be corrected in view of 
scrutiny on reserves/resources.  

22. Plate no.VA: Colour used for yearwise development and production is not 
matching with  pate no.V, should be corrected. 

23. Plate no.VII: The closed/non-working mine on the northern side to ML need to 
be marked on the plan.Wind direction marked without indicating period of 
season. 

24. Plate no.VIIIA: The section X-Y is not matching with pate no.VIII, should be 

corrected. 
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